
Lorem ipsum
Dolor sit amet

thumbnail

Back

more

less
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Language selection

ex co

Home Object code Exhibitions Collections More

Your language selection can be changed at any 
time by going to "More" on the bottom, and then 
going to "Languages".

Select a language from below

English

French
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Viridescent Museum

Browse objects

By collection

By exhibition

Enter object code

More information

Museum hours and directions

Museum contact information
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McCord Museum

This week's features
Subtitle, possibly a cross-cutting theme

thumbnail

V

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed arcu 
est, sollicitudin ac imperdiet nec, 
vehicula ac erat. Proin ut mattis justo.

thumbnail

A

Pellentesque a lacus lacus, ac 
euismod mauris. Nam molestie, nibh a 
pulvinar volutpat, nibh nulla semper 
turpis, in pulvinar orci mi quis felis!

thumbnail

A

Aliquam viverra. Justo at vulputate 
lacinia, dui ipsum egestas ipsum.

thumbnail

V

Fusce hendrerit pharetra felis. At 
egestas eros bibendum et. Class aptent 
taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per 
conubia nostra, per inceptos.

thumbnail

A

Maecenas gravida ante nec eros 
vulputate mattis. In hac habitasse 
platea dictumst. Aenean ultrices dolor 
non eros accumsan vulputate.

ex co

Home Object code Exhibitions Collections More
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McCord Museum

This week's features
Subtitle of some sort

thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail

A theme, exhibition, etc.
Another subtitle

thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail

thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail

Another theme or whatnot
Yet another subtitle

ex co

V A V

V V

VV
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My collection

thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail

thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail

thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail

thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail

thumbnail thumbnail thumbnail

Your collection contains 19 artifacts. Click and drag the 
thumbnails to reorganize.
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Enter code from the object's label 
to learn more about the object

1
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Home Object code Exhibitions Collections More



McCord Collection

Paintings, prints, and drawings

Paintings, miniatures, silhouettes, 
prints and cartoons that reflect Canada 
from the 18th to the 21st centuries.

thumbnail

Costumes and textiles

Women's and men's clothing and 
accessories, designer garments, 
samplers, quilts and other textiles.

thumbnail

Ethnology and archeology

Clothing, headgear, baby carriers, 
hunting and fishing implements that 
illustrate the history and art of the First 
Nations. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Nullam 
ornare ligula in ligula sagittis at blandit 
dolor volutpat. Suspendisse est purus, 
pretium id posuere vel, consequat id 
eros. Suspendisse vestibulum, ipsum 
eu vehicula malesuada, dolor.

thumbnail

Decorative arts

Furniture, dishes, toys and other 
artifacts that bear witness to Canada's 
history in the 19th and 20th centuries.

thumbnail

Search the collections



McCord Collection

Paintings, prints, and drawings
Paintings, miniatures, silhouettes, 
prints and cartoons that reflect Canada 
from the 18th to the 21st centuries.

thumbnail

Costumes and textiles
Women's and men's clothing and 
accessories, designer garments, 
samplers, quilts and other textiles.

thumbnail

Ethnology and archeology
Clothing, headgear, baby carriers, 
hunting and fishing implements that 
illustrate the history and art of the...

thumbnail

Decorative arts
Furniture, dishes, toys and other 
artifacts that bear witness to the history 
of Canada in the 19th and 20th...

thumbnail

Notman photographic archives
Photographs, taken from 1840 to the 
present, documenting the history of 
Canada.

thumbnail

Textual archives
Manuscripts, greeting cards, letters 
and other documents that illustrate the 
history of Canada from the 18th...

thumbnail

Search the collections



McCord Collection

Paintings, prints, and 
drawings
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

thumbnail

Costumes and textiles
Nullam venenatis pulvinar antethumbnail

Ethnology and archeology
Sed commodo vestibulum 
sodales

thumbnail

Decorative arts
Pellentesque habitant morbi

thumbnail

Notman photographic 
archives
Cras mollis nulla sit

thumbnail

Textual archives
Duis sit amet tellus

thumbnail

Search the collections



Simply Montreal
Permanent

thumbnail

Being Irish
March 20, 2009 - April 4, 2010

thumbnail

1 Image 2 Eyes 3D
June 24, 2009 - October 18, 2009

thumbnail

Trail of Solidarity
October 2, 2008 - January 10, 2010

thumbnail

Exhibitions

Search the exhibitions

Current (4)

Lorem Ipsum
January 2, 2010 - August 4, 2010

thumbnail

Dolor Sit Amet
March 20, 2010 - April 4, 2011

thumbnail

Upcoming (3)

Past (23)

Consectetur Adipiscing Elit
June 15, 2010 - August 14, 2011

thumbnail



Paintings, prints...

A wealth of visual memories of Montreal, Quebec and 
Canada dating principally from the 18th and 19th 
centuries, the Paintings, Prints and Drawings sector 
eloquently conjures up the personalities, places...

Animal 

Architecture

Cityscape
Portrait

Canadian Unity
1990, 20th century

thumbnail

Burning of Hayes House...
1852, 19th century

thumbnail

On the way to sell baskets and...
1825-1836, 19th century

thumbnail

See all in Animal (824)

Louis Le Grand
About 1701, 18th century

thumbnail

Medical faculty, McGill University
1859-1885, 19th century

thumbnail

See all Architecture (481)

Transportation

Back

Portrait of Agnes McDames of...
1924, 20th century

thumbnail



Paintings, prints...

Animal

Architecture

Cityscape
Portrait

Canadian Unity
1990, 20th century

thumbnail

Burning of Hayes House...
1852, 19th century

thumbnail

On the way to sell baskets and...
1825-1836, 19th century

thumbnail

See all in Animal (824)

Louis Le Grand
About 1701, 18th century

thumbnail

Medical faculty, McGill University
1859-1885, 19th century

thumbnail

See all Architecture (481)

Transportation

Back

A wealth of visual memories of Montreal, Quebec and 
Canada dating principally from the 18th and 19th 
centuries, the Paintings, Prints and Drawings sector 
eloquently conjures up the personalities, places and 
events of bygone days. The collection contains some 
65,000 iconographical pieces, making it one of the 
largest of its kind in Canada.

Profile
* Paintings (oils, acrylics and watercolours, mostly from 
the 19th century).
* An important collection of miniatures and silhouettes.
* Prints: maps, plans, portraits (mostly from 1751 to 
1900).
* Original drawings (graphite, ink, pastel). Major 
collections of caricatures from the 19th and 20th 
centuries, including the John Collins, Serge Chapleau 
and Terry Mosher (Aislin) fonds.

Portrait of Agnes McDames of...
1924, 20th century

thumbnail



Paintings, prints...

A wealth of visual memories of Montreal, Quebec and 
Canada dating principally from the 18th and 19th 
centuries, the Paintings, Prints and Drawings sector 
eloquently conjures up the personalities, places...

Animal

Architecture

Cityscape
Portrait

Canadian Unity
1990, 20th century

thumbnail

Burning of Hayes House...
1852, 19th century

thumbnail

On the way to sell baskets and...
1825-1836, 19th century

thumbnail

Portrait of Agnes McDames of...
1924, 20th century

thumbnail

See all in Animal (824)

Louis Le Grand
About 1701, 18th century

thumbnail

Medical faculty, McGill University
1859-1885, 19th century

thumbnail

See all Architecture (481)

Transportation

Back

Group objects by...
Select one of the following:

Subject

Motif

Creator Time period Geography

Context

Object type Material Technique

Physical property

DONE



Paintings, prints...

A wealth of visual memories of Montreal, Quebec and 
Canada dating principally from the 18th and 19th 
centuries, the Paintings, Prints and Drawings sector 
eloquently conjures up the personalities, places...

Animal

Architecture

Cityscape
Portrait

Canadian Unity
1990, 20th century

thumbnail

Burning of Hayes House...
1852, 19th century

thumbnail

On the way to sell baskets and...
1825-1836, 19th century

thumbnail

Portrait of Agnes McDames of...
1924, 20th century

thumbnail

See all in Animal (824)

Louis Le Grand
About 1701, 18th century

thumbnail

Medical faculty, McGill University
1859-1885, 19th century

thumbnail

See all Architecture (481)

Transportation

Back

Show only objects with... 
Fill in one or more of the following:
Keyword (separate keywords by a comma)

DONE

tree, painting, alberta



Paintings, prints...

A wealth of visual memories of Montreal, Quebec and 
Canada dating principally from the 18th and 19th 
centuries, the Paintings, Prints and Drawings sector 
eloquently conjures up the personalities, places...

Animal

Architecture

Cityscape
Portrait

Canadian Unity
1990, 20th century

thumbnail

Burning of Hayes House...
1852, 19th century

thumbnail

On the way to sell baskets and...
1825-1836, 19th century

thumbnail

See all in Animal (42)

Louis Le Grand
About 1701, 18th century

thumbnail

Medical faculty, McGill University
1859-1885, 19th century

thumbnail

See all Architecture (14)

Transportation

Back

Currently showing only objects with the words TREE, 
PAINTING, ALBERTA. Click this bar to change this.

Portrait of Agnes McDames of...
1924, 20th century

thumbnail



Artifact nameBack

artifact image
(clickable)

Burning of Hayes 
House, Dalhousie 
Square, Montreal.
Creator's name
1990, 20th century
M996.11.142

David Ross McCord acquired a number of 
original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among...

    Collect     Send    I like!

Related/similar artifacts (7)

Visitors enjoying this also enjoyed... (8)

Tags (14)

Comments (2)

Media (4)

Image pairs (7)



Artifact nameBack

artifact image
(clickable)

Burning of Hayes 
House, Dalhousie 
Square, Montreal.
Creator's name
1990, 20th century
M996.11.142

David Ross McCord acquired a number of 
original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among the oldest executed in 
Canada. Following his example, the McCord 
Museum is an enthusiastic collector of 
humorous drawings created by the leading 
political cartoonists of Canada's illustrated 
press among them Aislin, who is the author of 
nearly 3,000 original works included in the 
collection. Aislin has been editorial cartoonist 
with The Gazette since 1972. Here, he shows 
Canada trying to bandage the wounds inflicted 
by the constitutional crisis of the late eighties.

    Collect     Send    I like!

Related/similar artifacts (7)

Visitors enjoying this also enjoyed... (8)

Tags (14)

Comments (2)

Media (4)

Image pairs (7)
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artifact image
(clickable)

Burning of Hayes 
House, Dalhousie 
Square, Montreal.
Creator's name
1990, 20th century
M996.11.142

David Ross McCord acquired a number of 
original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among...

    Collect     Send    I like!

Related/similar artifacts (7)

Visitors enjoying this also enjoyed... (8)

Comments (2)

Media (4)

Image pairs (7)

My tags (3)

lorem, ipsum, dolor

All tags (11)

Lorem, ipsum, dolor sit amet, consectetur, 
adipiscing, elit, curabitur, quis risus, a risus 
sodales, mollis vitae, quis lectus

Tags (14)



Artifact nameBack

artifact image
(clickable)

Burning of Hayes 
House, Dalhousie 
Square, Montreal.
Creator's name
1990, 20th century
M996.11.142

David Ross McCord acquired a number of 
original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among...

    Collect     Send    I like!

Related/similar artifacts (7)

Visitors enjoying this also enjoyed... (8)

Comments (2)

Media (4)

Image pairs (7)

My tags (3)

lorem      , ipsum      , dolor

All tags (11)

Lorem, ipsum, dolor sit amet, consectetur, 
adipiscing, elit, curabitur, quis risus, a risus 
sodales, mollis vitae, quis lectus

Tags (14)

separate tags with a comma

Add tags

Do tags from "my 
tags" get added 
to "all tags"? If 
not, how do we 
add to all?

Done

Does clicking on 
one of my tags 
delete it, or does 
it have the same 
action as below? 
What is that 
action? Seeing all 
objects with that 
tag?
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artifact image
(clickable)

Burning of Hayes 
House, Dalhousie 
Square, Montreal.
Creator's name
1990, 20th century
M996.11.142

David Ross McCord acquired a number of 
original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among...

    Collect     Send    I like!

Related/similar artifacts (7)

Visitors enjoying this also enjoyed... (8)

Comments (2)

Media (4)

Image pairs (7)

Lorem, ipsum, dolor sit amet, consectetur, 
adipiscing, elit, curabitur, quis risus, a risus 
sodales, mollis vitae, quis lectus
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artifact image
(clickable)

Burning of Hayes 
House, Dalhousie 
Square, Montreal.
Creator's name
1990, 20th century
M996.11.142

David Ross McCord acquired a number of 
original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among...

    Collect     Send    I like!

Related/similar artifacts (7)

Visitors enjoying this also enjoyed... (8)

Comments (2)

Media (4)

Image pairs (7)

Tags (14)
What happens 
when we have A 
LOT of 
comments? Do 
we allow a lot of 
scrolling, or 
should we have a 
separate screen 
for lots of 
comments?

Robert Brown, July 16, 2009 (Washington, DC)
Mauris vulputate cursus nisi ornare dignissim. Donec 
ac eros lorem. Vivamus lobortis libero fringilla turpis! 
Donec malesuada tellus! What do we do 

with really long 
comments? 
Should we limit 
comment length 
(a la Twitter?)

Julie Shavette, June 12, 2009 (New York, NY)
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing 
elit. Curabitur quis risus a risus sodales mollis vitae 
quis lectus. Nulla et diam eu purus pellentesque 
pulvinar et et enim.

add your comment here
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Burning of Hayes 
House, Dalhousie 
Square, Montreal.
Creator's name
1990, 20th century
M996.11.142

David Ross McCord acquired a number of 
original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among...

    Collect     Send    I like!

Related/similar artifacts (7)

Visitors enjoying this also enjoyed... (8)

Comments (2)

Media (4)

Image pairs (7)

Tags (14)

Robert Brown, July 16, 2009 (Washington, DC)
Mauris vulputate cursus nisi ornare dignissim. Donec 
ac eros lorem. Vivamus lobortis libero fringilla turpis! 
Donec malesuada tellus!

Julie Shavette, June 12, 2009 (New York, NY)
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing 
elit. Curabitur quis risus a risus sodales mollis vitae 
quis lectus. Nulla et diam eu purus pellentesque 
pulvinar et et enim.

add your comment here

username

password

Please log in to continue

DoneRegister

iPhone/iPod touch keyboard panel here
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    Collect     Send    I like!

Related/similar artifacts (7)

Visitors enjoying this also enjoyed... (8)

Comments (2)

Media (4)

Image pairs (7)

Tags (14)

Comment panel 
collapses/
expands to 
accommodate the 
text entry fields

Jessica AlbaName

Location Manhattan, New York

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing 
elit. Aliquam et augue ligula. Proin neque nisi, 
posuere vitae tincidunt ac, laoreet placerat nunc. 
Aenean sit amet consectetur arcu.

Submit Cancel
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artifact image
(clickable)
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Burning of Hayes House, Dalhousie Square, 
Montreal



Artifact nameBack

artifact image
(clickable)

x

Burning of Hayes House, Dalhousie Square, 
Montreal.
Creator's name / 1990, 20th century / M996.11.142

David Ross McCord acquired a number of 
original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among...

Tags (26)

Comments (2)

Audio and video (4)

Image pairs (7)

Related artifacts (82)

Visitors also enjoyed... (19)



artifact image
(clickable)
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Artifact nameBack

I like this!

Add this to my collection

Send to a friend

Cancel

Burning of Hayes House, Dalhousie Square, 
Montreal



Artifact nameBack

artifact image
(clickable)

click here for artifact information

A really long artifact title, one that just stretches on, it 
seems, for a very long time, the sort, you know, where 
it feels like youʼre reading a novel, and you very well 
almost are, because this particular title is, believe it 

not, 252 characters long
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A really long artifact title, one that just 
stretches on, it seems, for a very long...
Creator's name / 1990, 20th century / M996.11.142

David Ross McCord acquired a number of 
original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among...

Tags (26)

Comments (2)

Audio and video (4)

Image pairs (7)

Related artifacts (82)

Visitors also enjoyed... (19)

click here to return to image



Currently browsing objects with the same SUBJECT as 
"Burning of Hayes House". Click this bar to change this.

Related Objects
Burning of Hayes House...

1900-1910

1910-1920

1920-1930
1930-1940

Canadian Unity
1990, 20th century

thumbnail

Burning of Hayes House...
1852, 19th century

thumbnail

On the way to sell baskets and...
1825-1836, 19th century

thumbnail

All objects from same subject and 1900-1910 
(927)

Louis Le Grand
About 1701, 18th century

thumbnail

Medical faculty, McGill University
1859-1885, 19th century
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See all Architecture (481)

1940-1950

Back
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1990, 20th century
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Show objects with the same...
Select one or more of the following:

Subject

Motif

Creator Time period Geography

Context

Object type Material Technique

Physical property
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Subject Creator Time period GeographyObject type Material Technique

Related Objects
Burning of Hayes House...

1900-1910

1910-1920

1920-1930
1930-1940

Canadian Unity
1990, 20th century

thumbnail

Burning of Hayes House...
1852, 19th century

thumbnail

On the way to sell baskets and...
1825-1836, 19th century

thumbnail

Portrait of Agnes McDames of...
1924, 20th century

thumbnail

All objects related by same subject (824)

Louis Le Grand
About 1701, 18th century

thumbnail
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1859-1885, 19th century

thumbnail

See all Architecture (481)
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Viridescent Museum

History of green things 2h30m
Viridescent Museum

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 
Donec cursus pellentesque tempor. Phasellus ultricies 
ullamcorper nunc.

Awesomest green things 30m
Jensen Smith

Aenean hendrerit lorem quis augue elementum quis 
placerat est tincidunt. Fusce porttitor aliquam lorem vel 
pretium. In tristique justo at sapien varius lacinia.

Greener than green 1h
Jeremy Browning

Aliquam eget faucibus velit. Pellentesque habitant morbi 
tristique senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac.

Duration PopularityAuthorshipName
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Artifact image
(clickable)

Tags (26)

Comments (2)

Burning of Hayes 
House, Dalhousie 
Square, Montreal.
Author's name
1990, 20th century
M996.11.142

Image pairs (7)

David Ross McCord acquired a number of 
original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among...

Visitors enjoying this also enjoyed...(8)

Drawings 
3 of 147

+

index

Media (4)

URL  http://www.loremipsum.org

VIDEO BBC's report about 20th century 
drawings in Canada  (.mov, 1,3Mb)

2008-02-08   |   07:27:29
Robert Brown from Washington, DC sent:
TEXT An article about Ink's applications on 
the 20th century (.doc, 123Kb)

2008-02-08   |   05:30:01
Robert Brown from Washington, DC sent:
VIDEO Video about Willow's life  (.mov, 
2,5Mb)

    favorite this sendrelated objects (8)

Visitors also reccomend... Users can send 
media only from the 
website
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Media (4)
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original caricatures dating from the 18th 
century that are among...
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    favorite this sendrelated objects (8)

User can only add 
images avaliable on 
his Photos app (more 
options are available 
on the website)



Artifact image - vertical  
(full screen)

When the user 
cliks on the 
image, it appears 
on full screen. 

Top and bottom 
bars are initially 
visible. 

After 3 secons, 
bars dissappear 
(if possible). 
They are 
displayed again 
when user clicks 
once on the 
image.

User can zoom 
and pan the 
image (as usual 
on the iPhone)

             Burning of Hayes House...artifact's 
page
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Artifact image - horizontal 
(full screen)

       Burning of Hayes House...artifact's 
page

save imagehide annotations add annotation

Save image allows user to save this image on his Photos app



       Burning of Hayes House...artifact's 
page

save imagehide annotations add annotation

Praesent tincidunt adipiscing 
eros elementum laoreet.

editdelete

When user clicks one on an annotation, this becomes editable. User can: 
- delete it
- edit its text
- resize it



       Burning of Hayes House...artifact's 
page

save imagehide annotations add annotation

save

Praesent tincidunt adipiscing 
eros elementum laoreet.

canceldelete

While user edits annotation's text, delete option remains inactive



       Burning of Hayes House...artifact's 
page

save imagehide annotations add annotation

save annotation

new annotation

cancel

When user clicks on Add annotation, a new annotation are appears in the 
middle of the screen. User can: 
- drag and resize it
- enter its text. 
If user clicks on the cancel button, the new annotation dissapears 



       Burning of Hayes House...artifact's 
page

save imageshow annotations add annotation

When user clicks on "hide annotations" button: 
- this button's label changes to "show annotations"
- the "add anotation" button becomes inactive, but remains visible


